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XGrip Trainer

s h e e t

Body shaping training device to
get rid of hard-to-shift body fat
and also to tone Abs and body
muscles. 10 minutes of easy
workout everyday will put you
in shape!

Description
The XGrip Trainer is an elastic strap with special massage nodes that are designed to provide focused compression on
the targeted fatty tissues. The strap is produced in one size.

Recommended for
Everybody who would like to get into shape.
It is recommended especially for people who have already tried dieting, body sculpting or going to the gym without
success; and for people who don't have much time in the day for exercise.

Claims
On the targeted area the XGrip Trainer helps to
 get rid of hard-to-shift body fat,
 tone Abs and body muscles,
 reduce the cellulite,
 Strengthen the connective tissue and tighten the skin.

Advantages
It can be used anywhere and anytime. It is small, lightweight and easy to store, convenient and quick to use. Results can
be seen within a couple of days, and a real transformation within weeks.

Instructions for use
It can be used as a stand-alone device or as part of an exercise regime. Simply strap on the training device, grab the
handles and twist your upper body following the instructions in the Instruction Manual.
The strap has two different sides with different sized massage nodes. The bigger size is for deep fat tissue massage
(designed to tone your muscles while massaging away unwanted fatty tissues), the smaller size is for superficial fat
tissue massage (designed to get rid of belly cellulite). Recommended use: 10 minutes per day.

How it works
As you twist your body from left to right then from right to left, you massage away the subcutaneous fatty tissue,
reduce the amount of cellulite your body produces and improve your muscle tone at the same time.

Packaging contains
XGrip Trainer, Instruction Manual

